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BLOGS BOTHER ME
Social media, journalism students and the
curriculum
Martin Hirst and Greg Treadwell
This paper grew out of the authors’ interest in updating the journalism curriculum at AUT
(Aukland University of Technology) to better reflect the impact of online media, including social
media, on the work of journalists. The challenge for journalism educators is to remain relevant in
rapidly changing news and education environments. Our study suggests that while the vast
majority of students have some engagement with social media, particularly social networking,
and are aware that it can be a powerful tool for journalists, they are still not entirely comfortable
with its techniques and they are not experimenting with social media as a production platform as
much as we first thought. In short, it appears that they do not have command of professional
fluency with social media tools. In response to these findings we have begun to introduce some
social media tools and processes directly into the units we teach, in particular: digital story-telling
techniques; the use of Twitter and location-based applications; encouraging the ethical use of
Facebook etc. for sourcing stories and talent for interviews; podcasting, soundslides and video for
the Web, Dreamweaver, InDesign and PHP-based content management systems. We do not see
the work to date as the end-point of the changes that we know are necessary, but we are acutely
aware of the limitations (structural, institutional and financial) that suggest we should continue
with this small-steps approach for the foreseeable future.
KEYWORDS convergence; digital literacy; journalism curriculum; professional competencies;
social media
Introduction
How to adequately prepare the next generation of journalists for the 21st century
converged newsroom has the heads of some academics spinning. (Wood Adams, 2008,
p. 81)
Our collective heads may be spinning, but out of that vertigo can come change and
clear thinking. This paper outlines how and why we reached the decision to further
integrate what we have until now called ‘‘new media’’ into the core journalism curriculum
from year two of a three-year undergraduate programme and from day one of one-year
graduate and postgraduate diplomas at AUT (Aukland University of Technology). While
recent advances in social media have put Facebook and Twitter at the centre of our
thinking it is useful to remember they are only part of the online media and their
implications for the journalism curriculum. This paper describes our research project, the
pedagogical principles underpinning our particular curriculum renovation and the wider
process of creating a new curriculum for journalism education in the age of social media.
The key task identified from our survey of New Zealand journalism students is the need to
build their professional competency and fluency in the use of social media in a production
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context. Graduates require competency (production/editorial skills) and fluency (social
understandings of meaning creation): both ‘‘applications’’ and ‘‘arguments’’.
Literature Review
Journalism education has traditionally followed trends in the news industry,
particularly in relation to technology and the development of new platforms (Baume,
2009; Castenada, 2003; Dennis et al., 2003; Harrison et al., 2004; Hemmingway, 2008,
McKinnon, 2004). There is indicative evidence that the job market is changing too; in
favour of multi-skilled and social media-savvy young journalism graduates. The process of
change (both in industry and in the J-schools) is often compromised by bureaucratic
inertia and resource constraints (Huesca, 2000; McAdams, 2004). Today, it is obvious that
neither industry nor academy can ignore the importance of amateur, accidental and
citizen journalism, user-generated content or social media (Atton, 2003; Atton and
Hamilton, 2008; Gillmor, 2006; Hirst, 2010, 2011; Palser, 2009; Sambrook, 2005). At the
same time there is still some disagreement between industry leaders and educators about
what curriculum changes might be necessary (Wood Adams, 2008). Furthermore, the news
audience is changing too; recent surveys indicate an increasing number of news
consumers are turning from traditional media to mobile technologies, social networks
and online messaging services (Pew Center, 2010). The industry and the academy cannot
be blind to these trends. For the news industry the question is about business models and
profitability; for journalists the question is about declining public trust, relevance and their
future. For journalism educators the question then arises: How do J-schools best integrate
useful aspects of social media into the journalism curriculum? (Schwalbe, 2009). In the
‘‘age of YouTube’’ a number of issues are challenging journalists, news executives and
journalism educators (Hirst, 2011). What are the most appropriate social media tools? What
skills and attributes do graduates need to cope in digital newsrooms? (Quinn, 2004, 2005).
How do we understand the legal and ethical framework for social media? (Friend and
Singer, 2007). How is the news industry changing for our graduates? (Murrell and Oakham,
2008; Quinn and Quinn-Allan, 2008). What stays and what changes in relation to the
existing curriculum to fit in social media learning? The urgency of these issues is
prompting J-schools across the world to re-think how digital journalism should be
positioned in the curriculum (Deuze, 2008; Finucane, 2006; Hirst, 2010). As Peg Finucane
notes, it is hard to find a blueprint for the retooling of journalism education; however,
there is some agreement on what should form its foundations:
. good writing and editing skills are still essential;
. whatever the delivery platform, content must inform, interest and stand up to scrutiny;
. flexibility is the key to survival in the newsroom of today and the near future (Finucane,
2006).
We could also add the old standards: a ‘‘nose’’ for news, critical thinking skills, a
grounding in media law and journalism ethics, research skills and the use of freedom-of-
information tools, some proficiency with production hardware and software, and a good
ability to take comprehensive notes of conversations with sources. This is a consistent
message from our industry colleagues whenever they are asked. When it comes to
integrating digital and social media in the curriculum, where we begin to find differences
is in the ‘‘how’’, ‘‘what’’, ‘‘when’’ and ‘‘why’’ of the specific content in our programmes. Do
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we overhaul individual units (known as papers in New Zealand) semester by semester?
Should we start with a blank piece of paper and redesign the entire curriculum? Do we
stick with shorthand, or insist all students purchase a digital note-taker/recording device?1
How much technology and technique should we teach and on what platforms? What is
the balance between theory and practice and how much room do we leave for liberal arts
or other disciplinary electives? At AUT we are considering a mix of approaches that
addresses these questions; but, fundamentally, in relation to one unit we teach in the final
semester of our three-year undergraduate degree, we have decided we can no longer call
it ‘‘New Media Journalism’’. Have we been ‘‘talking in circles’’ (Lynch, 2007) when
discussing curriculum change? Well, no, but of course this has to be qualified; we have
discussed the questions Lynch outlines (blogging versus journalism; the future of the news
industry; are journalists still relevant and should we have ‘‘new media’’ and ‘‘convergence’’
at the core of the journalism curriculum?) and we are still looking for answers that will
satisfy a range of stakeholders: academic boards, accreditation bodies, editors and news
managers, the requirement for staff to be research-active and last, but not least, our
students. A further issue is the question of what, how much and even if, journalism
educators should be teaching software in the classroom. In other words: What place does
technical instruction have in the syllabus? Schwalbe’s (2009) approach is that educators
should be teaching students to ‘‘teach themselves’’ and ‘‘find their own resources’’ so that
they become ‘‘self-sufficient’’ and able to deal with ‘‘changing software applications’’. This
approach may be effective with some software applications, which are engineered for ease
of use with an extension of pre-existing skills; but it would hardly apply to complex,
production-specific software such as Dreamweaver, Photoshop or even Drupal. From
experience we know students self-teaching this technology, even with the aid of YouTube
tutorials, for example, have little chance of submitting assignments with the same quality
they would have reached if they had had the necessary in-class tuition. Indeed, the ability
of students to self-educate, or to learn from peers, even the more straightforward
software, presupposes a certain level of competency and fluency with social media tools.
We felt that anecdotal evidence was insufficient grounds for curriculum decision-making
and tested these assumptions by surveying over 100 journalism students around New
Zealand before embarking on a deeper overhaul of units, courses and curriculum.
Background: AUT’s Convergence Process
The journalism programme at AUT comprises a six core paper, two-year major within
a Bachelor of Communication Studies degree, a one-year graduate diploma in Pacific
journalism and a one-year postgraduate diploma aligned with a two-year Masters
programme (a combination of course-work and one-year thesis). AUT became a university
in 2000 after nearly 40 years as an institute of technical education or polytechnic. As a
young university AUT has at times struggled to overcome its ‘‘trade-school’’ past, both in
terms of external expectations and moving beyond a teaching-only culture. The AUT
journalism programme is the largest in New Zealand with around 40 undergraduates and
from 2010 about 32 postgraduate course-work students. Our graduates across 35 years
have populated newsrooms from Invercargill to Inverness. AUT’s reputation is built on a
solid commitment to the basics of good reporting, a strong relationship with the local
news industry and energetic staff who all have newsroom credentials but who are also
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engaged in higher degree and research activities. AUT’s curriculum, student and staff
profiles will be familiar to educators around the world:
. covering the essentials and a bit more;
. attempting to contextualise journalism practice for students;
. an emerging digital curriculum still in development;
. reviewing learning and teaching practices;
. a shifting graduate to postgraduate ratio;
. modest and growing research outputs in journalism scholarship.
No Longer ‘‘New’’ Media*The AUT Curriculum
The AUT journalism programme has offered a unit in new media journalism since
1996 in response to the migration of news to the Internet. Initially called Journalism
Technology Workshop, this was the first new media course taught at a New Zealand
university. Lecturers from its early days say they were motivated by the increasing
adoption of websites by news organisations (Allan Lee, personal communication, 21 April
2010). The unit underwent several metamorphoses as the use of the Internet by news
organisations developed from simply advertising their presence with a promotional site to
an online news site fed with content already published in hard copy. Lecturers were quick
to be interested in so-called non-linear narrative, despite the strong presence in the early
2000s of shovelware*essentially print reporting moved to the Web. By the early 2000s
students were being taught the basics of Dreamweaver to build simple table-based
websites, populated with journalistic content they produced themselves. They were
encouraged to use non-linear story telling, as far as it went in those days, and to reflect on
how writing for the Web differed from writing for print. In 2008 much of the theoretical
content was moved online. Students were encouraged towards a more confident
approach to online communication and a profitable synthesis of form and content.
Students began producing stories for a PHP-driven news website, Te Waha Nui Online
(TWN Online). Te Waha Nui (The Big Mouth) is the school’s student-driven training
newspaper and TWN Online is the companion website that had previously relied almost
exclusively on shovelware. Over two years (20089) we built-up the students’ multimedia
expertise and created assessment pathways across several core units to encourage
multimedia story production for TWN Online. Adopting a PHP-based Wordpress format
created the technical conditions to begin experimenting with online platforms across the
whole programme and to embed aspects of the new media unit into other core journalism
units. We no longer teach ‘‘computer-assisted reporting’’, or ‘‘how to verify information on
the web’’, which were staples in the first years (Quinn, 1998). However, we feel it is time to
put digital techniques and questions into the heart of the programme, rather than leave
them as an optional ‘‘add-on’’. We have begun to call this approach ‘‘social media:
applications and arguments’’. At AUT we have a student-centred approach to learning and
to the syllabus; increasingly there is an emphasis on critical problem solving and self-
reflection by students (individually and collectively). We have also adopted a range of
technological tools and processes as outlined in many recent studies:
. supplementing classroom experiences via email, blogs and bulletin boards;
. online searching and evaluation of sources;
. online assessments;
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. multimedia and podcasting;
. digital archives, course websites, emailed assignments and online discussions (Schwalbe,
2009 provides a comprehensive review).
The journalism team at AUT, like our counterparts everywhere, recognises that the
old ‘‘silo’’ model of teaching journalism*units in print, radio, television and online*is no
longer viable. With the assistance of several learning and teaching grants, we have begun
to make significant changes. However, in order to do this systematically, we began with a
survey of our students’ use of social media.
Are They Really Digital Natives?
There is a commonplace acceptance among journalism educators (particularly those
over 40) that our students are digital natives (Prensky, 2001), or what Schwalbe (2009)
describes as the ‘‘Millennials’’ (those born between the mid-1980s and 2002). This
generation is said to be much more savvy with Web 2.0 and digital technologies than
older ‘‘digital immigrants’’. According to one study, Millennials are not only tech-savvy,
they are self-aware and optimistic about their futures; they are well educated and
ethnically diverse (Greenberg and Weber, 2008). Lynch noted that from the mid-2000s the
digital natives began arriving in tertiary education in ever-greater numbers and, she
asserts, they are arriving with digital and interactive skills that may well have ‘‘prepared
them to be journalists in a digital age’’ (2007, p. 61). As Finucane (2006) points out, we
assume they are not newspaper readers, but that they are inveterate information
gatherers and sharers; but as she also notes, not many of them are able to tailor their
energy to the complicated tasks of news-gathering, writing and publishing that reach a
broad audience. For journalism educators, inevitable questions arise about the learning
styles of the Millennials and how we should craft a syllabus to suit them. Schwalbe (2009)
suggests ‘‘leveraging the digital media habits’’ of these tech-savvy students. According to
Diana Oblinger (2003) any check-list of how to approach the learning styles of Millennials
must consider a number of aspects: they like using technology to learn; results are more
important to them than facts; they enjoy multi-tasking and group study; they demand
immediacy and gratification without delay.
However, it has been our experience at AUT that while our students (average ages
1923) are avid consumers of social media and participate fully in social networking, they
are less likely to be producers of news-like content through blogs, uploading video to
YouTube or by taking up their own amateur news enterprises. Some of them are already
working in newsrooms across all platforms, but they do not extend production beyond
their work time. We have found they are not professionally competent using media
production technologies. This is despite Dianne Lynch’s dictum: ‘‘For starters we need to
stop teaching software’’ (2007, p. 61). Her argument is that students will come to us
knowing how to use it, or will find out for themselves. We are not so sure that this is the
case; in our experience many students are ‘‘instrumental learners’’ focused on grades,
assignments and outcomes; if something is not in the syllabus, does not attract marks or
requires extra-curricular work; then it is an imposition.
In fact, it now seems naı¨ve that in 2007 Lynch could have projected forward to 2011
the characteristics of journalism students as matching the traits outlined by Henry Jenkins
(2006) in his thesis of ‘‘participatory culture’’. She says they are ‘‘information junkies’’,
multi-taskers working at ‘‘broadband speed’’ and ‘‘gamers’’ who understand collaborative
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engagement. They understand ‘‘intuitively’’ how to tailor messages to particular
audiences, value ‘‘truth and accuracy’’, and nod at our wise pronouncements but know
that our words are (for the most part) ‘‘historical artifacts of a pre-Web culture, leftovers
from how things used to be’’ (Lynch, 2007). It would be nice if this was the profile of
students now entering, or indeed graduating from, our journalism schools; but there is
evidence that graduate skills in multimedia are still uneven across cohorts, relatively
limited and that programmes vary in the level of convergence offerings (Wood Adams,
2008). Of course there is no blanket profile that fits every student*their diversity is one of
teaching’s pleasures*and the process of change in a convergence culture has to be one
of combined and uneven development (Hirst, 2011)*for students and for staff. Some
students will exhibit all or most of the characteristics outlined above; many others will
have one or two and some will be hopelessly stuck in an analogue world or even techno-
phobic. The point is we cannot assume every student participates in the Twitterverse,
understands Photoshop or Dreamweaver, or can write PHP code and manipulate audio or
video files in editing software without some frustration and learning through failure.
Student Use of Social Media*A New Zealand Survey
In April 2010 the authors conducted a survey of New Zealand journalism students’
use of social media and their attitudes to its value as a tool for news work. The survey was
widely taken up by students from around New Zealand, with some encouragement from
staff at J-schools; 105 replies were received before the survey period closed (April to May
2010). The potential population for the survey was quite small*approximately 280
3002*reflecting the size of the journalism industry and the relatively small size of
journalism schools in New Zealand. Our return rate was approximately 37 per cent and we
are therefore confident the sample is representative of New Zealand journalism students
and that the results have a high level of reliability and validity. A 10-question online survey
instrument was devised using the Survey Monkey platform.
We initially investigated this data by dividing the cohort by gender. As is the case
across many tertiary institutions (and in journalism schools) female students outnumber
males by a factor of at least two-to-one and this is reflected in the survey results.
Responses were received from 31 male students and 74 female students. Forty-five per
cent of respondents were aged between 20 and 22 and 66 per cent were under 23; only 14
per cent were 27 or over (Table 1). This clearly marks the majority of survey participants as
‘‘digital natives’’, or ‘‘Millennials’’ born after 1982.
Student Involvement in Social Media
Unsurprisingly the vast majority of journalism students are active on social
networking sites: 83.9 per cent of the males and 98.6 per cent of the female respondents
TABLE 1
Demographic data representing New Zealand journalism students by age and gender (%)
1719 2022 2326 27
Male (N31) 19.3 32.3 32.3 16.1
Female (N74) 23 50 13.5 13.5
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have a Facebook page; 41.9 per cent of the males and 52.7 per cent of the female
respondents have been active on Facebook for more than two years (Table 2). However,
those with Twitter accounts had mostly been active for less than a year. The responses
reflect the declining popularity of Bebo and MySpace with older teens and those in their
early twenties (Ingram, 2010), but also indicate most users regard social networking as
primarily a way to stay in touch with friends and family. In keeping with this, we believe
the content creation observed on Facebook and other social networking sites mostly
involved profile updates, uploading photos of social events and significant life markers
(births, deaths and marriages) and commenting on others’ status updates (this is in line
with Schwalbe, 2009).
Only a small number of respondents indicated they were regular users of social
bookmarking sites, such as Reddit, Digg, de.li.ci.ous. Six male students (19.4 per cent) and
12 female students (16.2 per cent) indicated they used social bookmarking applications.
Only two male students and only 13 females were signed up to Flickr or other photo
sharing sites. Fifteen males (48.4 per cent) and 24 female students (32.4 per cent) had
YouTube accounts, but interestingly in comments attached to these responses, fewer than
five students commented on their own uploading; usually their content was music-related
(concerts, band videos, etc.). Most students only had YouTube accounts to allow them to
bookmark content they liked, to access age-restricted content or to leave comments.
Some of the most interesting responses related to the use of Twitter (Table 3).
Eleven male (35.5 per cent) and 31 female students (41.9 per cent) had Twitter accounts
(total 40 per cent of respondents).
At the time of the survey, less than 4 per cent (four out of 105 respondents) had
been on Twitter for two years or more (pretty much since it first became popular); around
12 per cent had Twitter accounts for more than one year. Twenty-seven per cent of
students only signed up to Twitter in the 12 months before the survey and, significantly,
11 females and one male had signed on in the month prior to the survey. The textual
TABLE 2
Social media applications used by the journalism students (%)
Account Males (N31) Females (N74)
Facebook 83.9 98.6
Flickr 6.5 17.6
Bebo 25.8 25.7
MySpace 19.4 18.9
YouTube 48.4 32.4
Google Wave 3.2 6.8
Bookmarking 19.4 16.2
Other 9.7 4.1
TABLE 3
Length of time New Zealand journalism students have had Twitter accounts (as of June 2010)
(%)
Males (N11) Females (N31)
Less than 1 year 72.8 67.8
More than 1 year 18.2 22.6
More than 2 years 9.1 9.7
More than 3 years 0 0
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responses were also interesting; several indicated they had only recently signed on to
Twitter at the urging of J-school staff and many wrote that they did not understand, or did
not use Twitter much, if at all:
signed up to Twitter because I thought I should be up to date . . . but have only used it
once in six months. (Respondent 75, female, 2022)
I am signed up to Twitter but never use it and don’t follow anyone as yet. I’m also signed up
on YouTube for uploading videos but have never done so. (Respondent 74, male, 3135)
I have del.icio.us, Twitter and Flickr accounts because they were course requirements but
I only really use Twitter out of the 3 for breaking news and celebrity watching.
(Respondent 97, female, 2022)
I signed up to Twitter a while ago but don’t use it because none of my friends have a
Twitter account and it doesn’t seem very interesting. (Respondent 73, female, 2022)
I hate Twitter*too stressful but a guest speaker at journo class recommended we get an
account so that’s what we did. Don’t ever use it. (Respondent 38, female, 2022)
Far from being comfortable with Twitter, many respondents seem to retain fear or
discomfort around using it. Those who have begun to use Twitter seem to mostly be
receivers, rather than generators of any tweet conversations. This is a further indication of
the ‘‘passive’’ attitude of students towards some social media applications. It is similar to
what is happening among journalists; some are constant tweeters and others scorn it.
Are Facebook Friends Real?
Facebook is an increasingly important tool for journalists seeking sources, opinion
and even images. So student use of such social networking sites is integral to our research.
Interestingly, while students are heavily engaged with social media*and in particular
Facebook*they are divided over the question about whether or not Facebook ‘‘friends’’
are the same as real friends. Only 21 per cent (22 respondents) agreed virtual friends were
coterminous with real friends; 31.4 per cent (31 respondents) disagreed and nearly half
(47.6 per cent*or 50 respondents) answered ‘‘sometimes’’. The gender split on this
question is also interesting: 38.7 per cent of male respondents said ‘‘No’’ and 45.2 per cent
said ‘‘Sometimes’’; 28.4 per cent of female respondents said ‘‘No’’ and 48.6 per cent said
‘‘Sometimes’’. This feeling is well summarised by Respondent 43 (female, 2022):
Sometimes I have friends that I associate with regularly on a day-to-day basis on my social
networking site. However, I also have people that I don’t have regular contact with on my
social website too. This is due to the notion of social networking*where we know each
other or are friends in the real world but they live overseas or up north. Then there are just
those people who you used to go to school with etc.; they are not the real-world friends.
Those who do consider their Facebook friends as coterminous with real friends tend
to be very selective about who they add to their friends list as Respondent 64 (female, 20
22) outlines:
I am quite selective about who I will add as a friend on social networking sites and will
only add people who I would interact with and talk to in my day-to-day life if I saw them.
I won’t simply add people I know of or accept anyone who adds me.
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For students who do not consider virtual and real friends to be coterminous, the
typical response is summarised by Respondent 67 (male, 2022):
Friends in real life can be friends on Facebook, but not vice versa. Facebook friends can
just be acquaintances that you feel comfortable enough to join in your conversations.
The answers given here*in response to each option (Yes, No, Sometimes)*do not
vary greatly in reasoning; this allows us to draw the conclusion the vast majority of
Facebook users (among the respondents) do make a distinction between real and virtual
friends and also consider their online friends to be close enough to correspond with about
some personal matters, but not all:
[Sometimes] I don’t like to add friends on unless I would talk to them if I saw them on the
street. (Respondent 70, male, 2326)
[No] Because I have over 400 friends on Facebook, I wouldn’t tell 90% of the people on
Facebook what I would tell my ‘‘friends’’. (Respondent 84, female, 2022)
[Yes] I very rarely add people on Facebook unless I know them in real life. (Respondent
85, female, 2022)
Blogs Bother Me
Unfortunately this respondent did not elaborate on this comment, but for the
purpose of this discussion the question about students’ blogging habits is a useful gauge
of their competencies with social media production rather than consumption. A second
respondent articulated a similar position: ‘‘Not really up to play with the whole blog thing’’
(Respondent 80, female, 2022). Responses to our question about blogging indicate a very
low level of production engagement (Table 4). Only three male (10.7 per cent) and eight
female students (13.3 per cent) indicated that they were (or had been) active bloggers. In
this data we also noticed an instrumental approach. One respondent clearly identifies
course requirements as the reason he started a blog: ‘‘I closed it later in the year when
assessment was over’’ (Respondent 92, male, 2022).
Eight respondents (of 11) had previously blogged, but were no longer updating
their sites. A couple indicated they had maintained a blog while travelling, but mostly to
keep family and friends up to date: ‘‘Did a travel blog of my 6-month journey through
India’’ (Respondent 41, male, 2326). Only one respondent provided a link to his current
blog. ‘‘Dave Seeka’’ (Respondent 86, male, 2022) began his blog in February 2010 and
writes about music. Two others indicated they were active bloggers, one around music
TABLE 4
Number and percentage of students who visit blogs and/or own or contribute to a blog by
gender
Males Females
N % N %
Do you visit blogs?
Yes 14 48.3 25 40.3
No 15 51.7 37 59.7
Do you blog?
Yes 3 10.7 8 13.3
No 25 89.3 52 86.7
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(Respondent 42, male, 2022) and the other giving ‘‘mostly advice for students’’ about
living cheaply in New Zealand (Respondent 18, female, 2022). Among female
respondents, several indicated they had blogged during high school, but did not feel
any need to continue, or to blog for an audience:
It’s basically just a place to vent. I blog under an alias. (Respondent 101, female, 1719)
I decided it was too public and pointless to make it private. (Respondent 72, female,
35)
I don’t update the blog regularly; I keep it to publish my poetry and stories. (Respondent
50, female, 2022)
It’s mainly fashion-based, because that is what I really love but I don’t have any other
outlet for it. (Respondent 48, female, 2022)
I used to have a blog when I was about 16 as I was heavily into creative writing. It was
basically about things that amused me. (Respondent 55, female, 1719)
In general we concluded from these data that our students are accomplished users
of social networking and sharing content with their online friends and acquaintances;
however, they are less engaged with producing news-like content for an audience outside
their immediate peers. This cohort is not comfortable with publicly expressing themselves
via Twitter, or blogs, and tends to maintain high levels of privacy in Facebook interactions;
for example, being selective about who they ‘‘friend’’ on the site. Our data do not support
the idea the Millennial students are producing for an audience beyond family and friends;
they are not engaged in ‘‘naked’’ conversations; nor are they ‘‘baring their souls . . . to the
world’’ (Schwalbe, 2009). Consistent with Schwalbe’s findings, we also noted only a very
small number are building websites, blogging or uploading multimedia content. However,
our final question sought responses to the idea that social media sites can be useful tools
for journalists. Nearly all respondents answered positively to this question (99 responses;
94.3 per cent). Only six students (three male and three female) answered ‘‘No’’ to this
question. The positive responses can be classified generally in terms of social media
providing access to news and news-like information; providing new ways of networking
and seeking contacts or sources for stories and social media providing forums for
discussion of topical issues. Many respondents felt people were generally more open (or
perhaps less privacy-conscious) online than in ‘‘real’’ life. Only three respondents provided
a written comment to support their ‘‘No’’ answers:
To be honest I have not explored this yet. (Respondent 95, female, 1719)
Not really. Useful for getting contacts or looking up people. Can’t really find news stories
though. . . (Respondent 37, female, 1719)
Most users’ profiles are private, you’d have to contact them by message and that seems a
bit creepy to me. And I don’t think it looks professional and wouldn’t get as good or as
immediate results as calling somebody. (Respondent 16, female, 2326)
The data presented provide evidence for our conclusion that journalism students in
New Zealand are consumers of social media and active participants in social conversations
(via Facebook in particular), but also that they are passive, rather than active, producers of
news or news-like content for an audience beyond their online friends. Table 5 attempts to
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graphically summarise these findings; there is some ambiguity around some areas and a
further survey of students should help to clarify these issues.
These findings also support similar studies that show students are ‘‘consumers’’,
rather than ‘‘producers’’ of content using Web 2.0 technologies (Bullen, 2010, Bullen et al.,
2009, Kumar, 2010). This data set also generates enough information to suggest an
approach to curriculum development that takes account of the students’ current
familiarity with social media, but that also avoids overestimating their competency and
fluency with using these applications as professional tools.
Innovations and Collaborations
Dianne Lynch suggests our credibility with students will come to rely less on an
ability to supply equipment or ‘‘train students for a moribund industry’’ and more on our
capacity to support ‘‘collaborative innovation’’ (2007, p. 62). This is sound advice, even if
the J-school’s ability to supply gear and to replicate some form of newsroom environment
is (for the moment) a key driver of student interest in our programmes. At AUT we have
adopted some innovative and collaborative strategies to push the boundaries of our
curriculum into Web 2.0 and beyond. Three are worth mentioning as they stand out from
the ordinary use of online learning strategies and off-the-shelf applications such as
Blackboard.
As a discipline unit, the AUT journalism programme has always been outward
looking and industry-focused. Alongside the standard internships (two weeks), we take our
students on a week-long field-trip to regional and provincial newsrooms outside Auckland
and we assign them to a series of Auckland-based news outlets on attachment for at least
one semester. In the last three to four years a number of new initiatives have extended
opportunities for students off-campus and most of these are online. We have a partnership
with an Internet-based news/commentary outlet called Pacific Scoop covering regional
issues. Director of the Pacific Media Centre, Associate Professor David Robie is an
experienced journalist and academic with extensive contacts in the region. His students in
a unit called Asia-Pacific Journalism (and from 2011 students enrolled in the Graduate
Diploma in Pacific Journalism) complete internships at Pacific Scoop and students across
other units are also encouraged to submit stories as appropriate. We are also looking
beyond New Zealand shores for other collaborative projects to engage students with the
global culture of journalism online. In 2010 we began a collaboration with Ryerson
University in Toronto and Napier University in Edinburgh to build an international and
sustainable news outlet focused initially on issues that impact on what we are calling the
‘‘global city’’. In 2010 we also introduced a new online platform for a case study approach
TABLE 5
Summary of findings as of June 2010
Yes No
Multiple identities ª
Tailoring messages ª
Information junkies ª ª
Multi-taskers ª
Learning new applications ª ª
Producers ª
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to journalism law and ethics. The Values Exchange3 site was built by AUT professor of
health and social ethics David Seedhouse and creates an interactive ‘‘journey’’ for students
to evaluate their own journalistic values (objectivity, bias, accuracy, fairness, etc.) in
relation to case studies based on real-life scenarios. An evaluation of this project indicates
students enjoyed the interactivity and felt they learned a great deal from discussion with
their peers. Significantly, a majority of students indicated their own values had shifted
during the completion of case studies and discussing their responses in a dynamic group
context. In collaboration with teachers of public relations in our school, we have embarked
on a research-led process (supported by further teaching and learning grants) of
establishing a second-semester unit that will examine social media and its applications
from multiple viewpoints.
Industry Response
In general, many surveys of news managers and senior staff indicate most
newsrooms require new hires to have basic skills in news-gathering writing and
interviewing, managing sources, news values and ethics. Convergence skills*digital
story-telling, web-design, photography and video skills*tend to rank towards the bottom
of aptitude lists (Wood Adams, 2008). While a study by Edgar Huang et al. found
‘‘multimedia production’’ was second on the list of attributes US editors and news
professionals saw as desirable in reporters, ‘‘good writing’’ was the most important (Huang
et al., 2006). In 2008 Jeremy Rees, the multimedia editor at nzherald.co.nz, one of New
Zealand’s leading news websites, listed ‘‘curiosity’’ as the top quality he sought in new
editorial employees.
If a person has brilliant skills in Photoshop and video I’m not necessarily sure I’ll always
take them. You can teach technical skills, you can’t teach curiosity. (Jeremy Rees, personal
communication, 14 February 2008)
In our discussions with AUT’s journalism advisory committee and senior industry
figures, the changes we have made and are proposing have received warm backing.
Editors are signaling that newsroom hiring policies and position designations are changing
in response to the requirements of digital production and new channels for news delivery.
In a 2010 survey of 253 journalism job advertisements, nearly half required some online
skills and knowledge and many specifically mentioned social media.4 While industry needs
are not the only driver of curriculum development, we are conscious it is important to
have support for the change process and also to ensure future graduates are employable.
Convergence, the Curriculum and the ‘‘One Big Newsroom’’
It is encouraging (from our perspective ‘‘down under’’) to see the wide range of
experiments in curriculum design, learning strategies, buildings, hardware and installa-
tions occurring at J-schools everywhere. It is tempting to think just constructing a
convergent newsroom on campus will somehow solve the curriculum design and content
issues we are all struggling with. However, we firmly believe this technological determinist
approach (if we build it they will change*‘‘they’’ being the students) is putting the
mechanical cart before the student-focused horse in tertiary education.
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At AUT, the School of Communication Studies*in the Faculty of Design and
Creative Technologies*is in discussion with university leaders, architects, industry
partners and technology suppliers around a new building that will house a (hopefully)
state-of-the-art convergent newsroom and broadcast facility linking the journalism,
advertising creativity, digital media, public relations, radio and screen studies disciplines
in a student-friendly learning space with all the bells and whistles available. However, we
are under no illusion the building itself will solve curriculum issues for us. We still have to
manage the expectations of students and staff; we still have to overcome the ‘‘pint-pot’’
problem (too much curriculum, too little space in the timetable); and we still have to face
the very real dilemma of sorting out how much of what we will teach in a traditional
classroom model; how much we can expect the students to know or learn for themselves
(particularly in relation to using the technologies discussed earlier) and how much we can
devolve into the one big newsroom using the techniques of immersive learning and
critical reflection on the ‘‘doing’’ of journalism.
Conclusion
Despite the reservations outlined above (doubts about the extent of convergence
characteristics in their make-up) our students are, as Lynch (2007) outlines, ‘‘among the
greatest and most-undervalued assets we have’’. It is often said teachers learn as much
from their students as students do from their teachers. It may not be empirically
demonstrable, but it is more than a cliche´: our decisions about how, when and why to
integrate Web 2.0 and social media tools into the journalism curriculum are ‘‘fundamen-
tally pedagogical choices’’ (Wiebe and McAuley, 2010). In the same way, the aphorism
about ‘‘research-led teaching’’ is more than an empty slogan. It is necessary for those with
an interest in the learning and teaching of journalism to understand and articulate the four
dimensions of ‘‘digital scholarship’’: discovery, integration, application and teaching and
how they apply in the changing context of media convergence and shifts in the news
industry (Wiebe and McAuley, 2010). Further, we must be wary of technological
determinism*the ‘‘hyperbole surrounding new technologies’’*but simultaneously be
able to recognise opportunities for ‘‘new and more open ways of working’’ (Pearce, 2010).
The process of having both students and staff engaged in discussions and research around
the issues of Web 2.0, the future of journalism and the impacts of social media on how we
do both journalism and journalism education is clearly a preferable state of affairs both
inside and outside the classroom.
Thus we have concluded there are two important ways to approach the role of
social media in journalism education. The first is the obvious one: social media must be
an integrated aspect of the curriculum. In other words, it must form part of the content
of lectures, seminars and workshops; the tools and techniques that empower digital
story-telling are now essential learning for our graduates. There is an expectation in the
newsrooms of today that young reporters will be Web 2.0-savvy and will know how to
use social media ethically in the day-to-day work of newsgathering, writing and
publication. So, for example in the New Media Journalism unit in 2010, students were
required to source one of their online stories through the use of social media and
explain briefly how they achieved this. It is imperative here to focus on both the social
media applications themselves and the issues surrounding their use by journalists. The
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second way is to incorporate some social media activity and discussion into the learning
process alongside the content of the curriculum. There are two sound reasons for this:
firstly, it helps to engage the students who are (to varying degrees) tech-savvy digital
natives and, secondly, it reinforces, supports and enables the learning of skills and
critical engagement with the Web 2.0 and social media tools we expect our students to
be using and newsroom managers expect them to have when they turn up to start
work.
At AUT we are still some way short of providing the ideal curriculum for our
students. As well as bureaucratic inertia and a tight fiscal environment we are also
grappling with the requirement to up-skill staff in both technical and theoretical
competency with Web 2.0 and social media tools, etiquette and techniques. There is a
plan*in outline form*and there is a timeline. As mentioned above, our move into a new
building from the beginning of the 2013 academic year has become an important
milestone for bedding down change, revising the curriculum and pushing ourselves into
new ways of teaching and learning. It is good to know that we are not alone and that our
colleagues in J-schools all around the world are grappling with the same issues (Nieman
Reports, 2010) and are willing to share their successes and their failures (always a learning
opportunity). In this paper we have demonstrated our commitment to doing the same.
Further, we intend to deepen this research with another survey looking at student media
consumption habits (traditional and social media) and their (hopefully improving)
professional competency and fluency with social media. The survey will inform
development of a prototype unit ‘‘Social Media: Applications and Arguments’’ that will
be trialed in the second half of 2011.
NOTES
1. This is a particular issue in the New Zealand context where the national accreditation
body insists on shorthand proficiency in the unit standards for National Diploma
students. While university J-schools are not subject to the standards, shorthand is
regarded as an essential curriculum ingredient.
2. This number is based on the self-reporting of student places at New Zealand tertiary
institutions with a recognised journalism programme. The New Zealand Journalists
Training Organisation (JTO) collects this information annually. In 2010 the reported total
was 283 students.
3. This site is accessible at http://autuni.values-exchange.co.nz/ and is free to sign-up to. If
you are interested in exploring this further, contact the lead author.
4. This study by the lead author is currently being written up for publication. Slides from
a November 2010 conference presentation and speaking notes are available on
request.
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